Reorganization of sleep patterns in severe OSAS under prolonged CPAP treatment.
To evaluate the immediate and long-term recovery processes of sleep and daytime vigilance in patients with sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) after continuous CPAP treatment. Five consecutive polysomnographic (PSG) studies were carried out on 10 male patients with severe OSAS. The first recording (baseline) was accomplished without ventilatory support (N0). The other 4 recordings were carried out during the CPAP titration night (N1), during the second night of treatment (N2), during the third night of treatment (N3), and after 30 days of regular CPAP use (N30). Ten age-balanced healthy male subjects were selected from the Parma Sleep Center database as controls. Respiratory variables, conventional PSG variables, arousals, CAP (cyclic alternating pattern) variables, and daytime function (including MSLT) were quantified. ANOVA followed by post-hoc tests explored the differences between controls and OSAS patients in the different recording conditions (N0, N1, N2, N3, N30). The PSG measures that showed significant ANOVA values were correlated with the MSLT scores. Values of control subjects were recovered by REM sleep, REM latency, subtypes A3 and arousal index during N1, by CAP rate and total arousals during N2, by deep sleep (stages 3 + 4) during N3, by light sleep (stages 1 + 2) during N30. The only measures which remained below control values even after 1 month of sustained treatment were the amount of CAP cycles and A1 subtypes. MSLT scores correlated significantly with CAP rate, deep sleep and arousals. The changes induced by CPAP treatment do not restore immediately a normal sleep structure, which is re-established with different time scales The modifications of sleep patterns and the different adjustments of phase A subtypes allow us to monitor the reorganization of sleep in OSAS patients treated with CPAP and the hierarchy of the mechanisms involved in sleep regulation.